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 The emergence of “centralized” cryptocurrency exchanges over the past decade  
has been a matter of necessity – there was no other practical way to custody fiat money 
and cryptocurrency in a way that allowed efficient exchange. Traders had no alternative 
but to trust platform operators with custody of assets. In return, these platforms delivered 
userfriendly experiences via Web interfaces or APIs that closely mirrored traditional 
internet services. Two primary factors have been driving the trend toward “decentralized” 
exchanges: (1) The difficulty of fiat banking leading to the increasing use of fiatstabilized 
tokens, and (2) The continued security breaches in cryptocurrency custody at centralized 
exchanges.

 The proliferation of fiat-stabilized tokens means that trades against a stable price 
reference can occur purely in the cryptocurrency domain, rendering a completely 
intermediary-free exchange of tokens via smart contract or atomic swap practical. At the 
same time, traders have grown increasingly comfortable controlling their own 
cryptocurrency with hardware-based solutions. Protocols such as 0x, Airswap, and Kyber 
have emerged to make such decentralized exchange of tokens possible but suffer from 
the inherent latency and unpredictable transaction fees of public blockchains. MAX 
Exchange will be the first to return cryptocurrency asset custody to the user, while 
retaining the ease of use of centralized exchanges. 

 The key to achieving this new user experience is an unprecedented integration of 
hardware and software on mobile devices and across the cloud, delivering the security of 
existing hardware wallets while preserving the speed of centralized exchanges. Just as 
software and hardware MP3 players existed before the iPod, the integration of the iPod 
with iTunes ushered in a new level of usability and content selection, while preserving the 
option of “ripping” one’s own titles for playback on the iPod. This analogy for a 
cryptocurrency exchange is almost exact: by marrying centralized order books with 
user-custodied assets, MAX Exchange will deliver the polished experience of existing 
exchanges along with the self-sovereignty of decentralized exchanges.

The MAX Consumer-Sovereign Exchange
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 MaiCoin launched in 2014 as a brokerage and was the first platform allowing the 
exchange of cryptocurrency with fiat money in Taiwan. It has kept its leadership position 
since, being the first to list Ethereum and Litecoin, and launching one of the first order 
book exchanges in Taiwan, the MaiCoin Asset Exchange (MAX) in 2018. MAX has since 
branched out into crypto-crypto trading in order to serve the global market and has 
launched iOS and Android versions of its trading application as well. Besides running a 
profitable business, MaiCoin has attracted investment from top-tier venture capital and 
financial services firms including Zhenfund, Infinity Venture Partners, and Fubon Financial.

 In 2016, MaiCoin entered into a joint venture with several financial institutions in 
Taiwan including Fubon Financial and Taishin Financial to form AMIS, a blockchain 
technology company focused on financial use cases. AMIS (the name of an aboriginal 
tribe in Taiwan, and also the French word for “friends”) has since delivered core 
technology into the Ethereum ecosystem, including the well-regarded Istanbul Byzantine 
Fault Tolerance (IBFT) consensus algorithm which is now in use by financial institutions 
such as JPMorgan, Santander, and ING. AMIS has since contributed to the Casper 
proof-of-stake consensus protocol, and acquired expert talents in advancing Plasma 
scaling solutions for business. AMIS is a founding member of the Enterprise Ethereum 
Alliance. AMIS will play a pivotal role in returning to the user custody of cryptocurrency 
assets on MAX. It will supply the underlying multi-signature wallet technology for MAX, 
starting at first for Ether and Ethereum-based tokens, and later extending to UTXO 
blockchains as well. Furthermore, it will leverage its multi-year expertise in building 
consortium chains with IBFT consensus to distribute and share MAX’s order books with 
peer exchanges to pool liquidity and add redundancy on Layer 2. Lastly, it will employ 
Plasma framework to federate this consortium chain of exchanges with other sidechains, 
with the ultimate root of trust being the Ethereum main chain. MAX will be the anchor 
tenant for this suite of technologies from AMIS.

 Taiwan, where MaiCoin and AMIS are domiciled, has emerged as a regional 
hotspot for cryptocurrency trading and blockchain technology development. In contrast 
to the regulatory crackdown in Mainland China on fiat-to-cryptocurrency conversion and 
token issuance, Taiwan has taken a more permissive approach, with continued emphasis 
on anti-money laundering and consumer protection. Regulations around exchange 
operation are trending toward the model in Japan, where formal licenses have been 
issued, while token issuance remains a lightly regulated area. With the establishment in 
May of an industry self-regulatory organization (SRO) with extensive links to legislators 
and regulators, Taiwan has taken its place alongside jurisdictions such as Switzerland and 
Singapore as being a “Goldilocks” zone for cryptocurrency businesses – not too hot and 
not too cold. 
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 Taiwan on the other hand has a diversified medium-sized economy that 
Switzerland and Singapore do not, and in particular, a strong electronics hardware 
industry. The majority of mining chipsets are fabricated at TSMC, and HTC has 
announced plans for a “blockchain phone” that incorporates advanced security features 
for the safeguarding of cryptographic credentials such as private keys. Moreover, Taiwan 
boasts a solid banking sector with foreign exchange reserves that rank among the top 5 
in the world. With the rise of the cryptocurrency industry in Taiwan comes the opportunity 
to marry these two sectors in novel ways that deliver tangible benefits to users around the 
world. MAX Exchange and its hardware partners are leading this integration.   

An official roadmap for the AMIS Network will be provided at a later date.1
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 Just as MaiCoin was the first TWDdenominated cryptocurrency brokerage, so is 
the MaiCoin Asset Exchange (MAX) the first TWDdenominated cryptocurrency exchange. 
It is the first exchange to offer fiat trust services from a bank, completely segregating 
customer funds from company funds. It will extend fiat trading to other SE Asian markets 
in the coming year. Including cryptocrypto trading pairs, MAX boasts the largest selection 
of trading pairs and orderbook volume of any exchange based in Taiwan. With a publicly 
accessible API as well as iOS and Android mobile trading applications, it also offers the 
most mature technology platform in the region. In addition, the platform regularly passes 
penetration tests from a leading whitehat firm DEVCORE and is protected by AIenabled 
perimeter security provided by CyCarrier.

 The transition from a traditional centralized exchange to a more decentralized one 
will take place over multiple phases for MAX. In the first phase, MAX’s mobile device 
partner will utilize native hardware capabilities at the semiconductor level to safely store 
private keys. Next, a protected kernel space will be established within the operating 
system for safe interaction between the user application and the hardware. Third, the 
MAX mobile application will utilize this secure tunnel to securely sign transactions (buy, 
sell, send) initiated by the user. The user will identify him/herself through password and 
biometric authentication. This whole system will be open for audit and penetration testing 
by the security community.

 In the cloud, the MAX platform will serve as the multisignature signer of transac-
tions initiated by the user. In this fashion, MAX cannot, through deliberate or inadvertent 
action, move cryptocurrency funds owned by the user. On the other hand, if the user 
device is compromised, MAX will be able to block fraudulent transactions by withholding 
signatures for transactions initiated by the compromised user device. For this 2outof3 
multisignature scheme, a thirdparty key recovery service (KRS) will be retained to retrieve 
the third key in case of key loss or destruction by the user or by MAX. The iPod analogy 
continues here with the hardware retaining MP3 playback capability even if iTunes and 
AAC playback fails.

 AMIS will provide the core technology underpinning this trend of decentralizing 
MAX. It has already delivered an “Ethereum Server” that handles all ETH and ERC20 
token transactions and which boasts significantly higher throughput and availability than 
the Ethereum “clients” available now (there are 8 interoperable clients in the market 
currently). This enterprisegrade server also includes fast network syncing and analytics 
(including gas price estimator) that are not a standard part of client offerings. Besides 
MAX, AMIS’ Ethereum Server is being evaluated by a number of other exchanges and 
cloud platforms, including those competitive to MAX.
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 As the next step toward decentralization, order book aggregation and matching will 
be distributed across a consortium chain (the AMIS Network), whose “super nodes” 
consist of exchanges such as MAX. Leveraging highthroughput IBFT consensus (capable 
of handling thousands of transactions per second), this will deliver performance 
asymptotically approaching a centralized orderbook for commonly traded cryptocrypto 
pairs. Besides delivering the obvious aggregation of liquidity, this also removes any single 
point of failure – the consortium will continue operating even if any single exchange drops 
out or is taken down. One strong result of this consortium of exchanges is a crossborder 
network of platforms capable of local fiat conversion, with identity passporting and 
streamlined KYC. Across the AMIS Network, fiat value will be represented by 
locallyissued stable tokens.

 As the final step in decentralization, fully peertopeer topologies, including state 
channels and Plasma chains, will be introduced. Leveraging the work of the Lightning and 
Raiden teams, the AMIS Network will offload highfrequency transactions between two 
counterparties onto its own ledger and net the transactions before writing the final state 
into the public blockchain. Plasma, which AMIS is helping to implement, will be employed 
to reduce the authority of the AMIS Network super nodes so that all nodes revert to equal 
status, with fraud and contention between them being resolved by a “mass exit” to the 
public blockchain when necessary. All the while, the AMIS Network will retain the original 
easeofuse and security features enabled by hardware/software integration. 2
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 MAX token is a platform utility token that can be used for staking, fee rebates, 
community governance, trading fee discounts, and access to premium services. MAX 
toykens will be based on the ERC20 token standard.

 What sets the MAX platform and token apart from other exchanges is that MAX is 
focused on supporting its community of makers, takers, and holders. The exchange will 
initially keep 20% of the trading fees and use up to 80% to support the MAX token and its 
community. This distribution is subject to change based on market conditions.

The chart below describes what each member in the ecosystem will receive. Trading fees and fee 
rebates are subject to change based on market conditions.

True Community Exchange

Ecosystem

Take action
- Order filled by taker
- Pay trading fee: 0.05%

- Fill order placed by maker
- Pay trading fee: 0.15%

- Hold MAX tokens
- Stake MAX tokens

MAKER TAKER HOLDER/STAKER

Receive TX 
mining reward in 
new MAX token 
(Hourly)

MAX Token reward will be a 
percentage of fee paid and 
based on how many coins 
have been mined

40% of trading fee in the 
form of MAX tokens prorata

MAX Token reward will be a 
percentage of fee paid and 
based on how many coins 
have been mined

10% of trading fee in the 
form of MAX tokens prorata

No mining reward

30% of platform trading fees 
in the form of MAX tokens 
based on staking power 
prorata

Receive fee 
rebate/airdrop in 
MAX token 
(Daily)

1

2

3

Platform Keeps

20%

MAX Holders

30%

Takers

10%

Makers

40%

Fee Distribution
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The flow diagram below describes in brief how the entire MAX ecosystem operates and 
incentivizes participants.
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Individual Staking Power = [5 x Staked coins x (1 + Ageing Boost)] + Unstaked Coins

 Up to 30% of trading fees will be converted into MAX tokens and airdropped to 
holders. Holders have the option to “stake” their MAX tokens within their accounts to 
receive these airdrops. Staked coins cannot be traded or withdrawn unless they are 
“unstaked” by the user. Also, the longer that coins are staked, the higher a user’s 
individual staking power becomes through an Ageing Boost component. If a user 
unstakes any coins, all of their staked coins will restart the ageing process. The amount of 
MAX tokens that a holder will receive will depend on a user’s staking power in proportion 
to the total staking power on the MAX platform. Staked coins are weighted 5:1 compared 
with unstaked coins. Staking power is defined as:

The proportion of tokens that a MAX holder will receive in an airdrop is:

Airdrop P roportion = Individual Staking P ower / T otal Staking P ower

The Ageing Boost will increase a user’s individual staking power, however, it doesn’t necessarily 
mean that a user will receive a larger number of MAX token airdrops if everyone else’s staking 
power increases at the same rate. Below are a table and chart of the Ageing Boost:

Holding + Staking + Ageing Boost
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Time Staked

Aging Boost

0 days                 1 week                1 month               3 months             6 months              1 year

0%                     10%                    25%                     50%                    80%                   100%

Days
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Aging Boost

100%

75%

50%

25%

0%
0 days 1 week 1 month 3 months 6 months 1 year



Fee Rebates

 MAX will allocate 30% of its token supply (150,000,000 tokens) to be “mineable” 
and distributed to users as reward for Transaction Mining. The problems with previous 
Transaction Mining methods and the solutions of our method are detailed below:

Token Distribution

Only token holders received rewards

No limit on mining difficulty which increases 
supply and reduces value per token too quickly

No price support for token

No Staking

Reward percentage decreases as coins are 
mined

Platform repurchases MAX token with 80% of 
fees collected

Users can stake coins, which reduces 
circulating supply

Holders, Makers, and Takers will receive 
rewards or rebates

Previous Method Issues MAX Method

 Liquidity is the lifeblood of the MAX platform and the platform will rebate a portion 
of fees. Initially, 40% of fees will be rebated back to makers and 10% of fees will be 
rebated back to takers in the form of MAX tokens. We will distribute the rebates on a daily 
basis. The rebate structure may change according to market conditions.
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Coin mined

60%

40%

20%

0%
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 Initially, 60% of trading fees will be rewarded in MAX tokens and the conversion 
amount will be determined using market prices. As more MAX tokens are mined, the 
trading reward decreases according to the following schedule:

Coin Mined

60%

50%

50%

50%

50%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%100%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

TX Mining Reward
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 We want our users to be involved in decisionmaking in order to provide the best 
user experience. MAX tokens can be used to participate in community activities such as 
deciding on trading features and enhancements and which tokens to list.

Community Governance

 Discounts will be made available after a large majority of MAX tokens have been 
mined. Users can receive discounts on trading fees if they pay with MAX tokens 
according to the schedule below.

Trading Fee Discounts

 Large holders of MAX tokens will have access to special services like 24/7 
customer support, faster withdrawals, higher limits, research reports, market commentary, 
and access to projects listed on the MAX platform.

Access to Premium Services

Up to 80% of MAX token supply will be purchased and burned, using up to 100% of 
platform profits. Eventually, the MAX circulating supply will be 100,000,000 tokens. We 
are committed to these repurchases because we are also token holders. A public record 
will be provided to ensure transparency.

Repurchase and Burn

MAX tokens can be used as “gas” and staking on the AMIS Network. AMIS Network 
plans to airdrop 5% of tokens to MAX holders.

Conversion and Staking with AMIS Network

Year 1 (Starts after MAX tokens mined)

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Discount Schedule

50%

35%

25%

10% in perpetuity

Trading Fee Discount
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 MAX token will only be offered through private sale and as rewards to traders on 
the MAX platform. There will be no public sale for MAX token.
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Platform utility token

MAX (Maicoin Asset Exchange) Token

500,000,000 MAX

ERC20

Unlocked through transaction mining

6 months

Unlock 40% over Year 1, Year 2 (30%), Year 3 (30%)

Token Type

Token Name

Total Supply

Token Standard

Mining rewards Lockup

Partnership & Operations Lockup

Employee Lockup

Token Distribution

Mining Reward 30%

Employees 20%

Operations 10%

Partnerships 10%

Private Sale 30%

Use of Funds

Business Development 25%

Marketing 10%

Reserve 15%

Platform Development 50%

MAX Token Economics
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Q1 2019

Q2 2019

Q3 2018
● Private Sale
● Distribute MAX tokens via “Transaction Mining”
● Airdrop MAX tokens to ecosystem

Q4 2018
● Software integration with mobile device partner
● MAX fee discount functionality

● Community token voting
● Premium services corporate access, research, analysis

● Margin trading on MAX platform
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Alex Liu  CEO/Founder
Prior to starting MaiCoin and MAX exchange, Alex 
worked at Qualcomm and Atheros. Alex is a graduate 
of Stanford University with a Master’s degree  in 
Electrical Engineering.

Yu-Te Lin  VP Engineering
Previously worked at HTC, Oracle, and Dell. Yute
is a graduate of Stanford University with a Master’s 
degree in Computer Science.

Shih-Chi Huang  Lead Engineer
Previously worked at Facebook and Netflix. ShihChi is 
a graduate of National Tsing Hua University with a 
Master’s degree in Information System and 
Applications.
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Nick Chang  General Manager
Previously worked in Silicon Valley and at Delta 
Electronics. Nick is a graduate of Purdue University 
with a Bachelor’s degree in Electrical and Electronics 
Engineering.

Dan Clarke  Chief of Marketing
Previously Head of Equities at Macquarie in Taiwan. 
Also worked at Barclays and Credit Suisse. Dan is a 
graduate of Northumbria University with a Bachelor’s 
degree in International Business.

Chris Chuang  Business Development
Previously worked at IBM and Deutsche Bank’s Prime 
Finance Group in Hong Kong/New York. Chris is a 
graduate of MIT Sloan with a Master’s in Business
Administration.

Vincent Wu  Business Development and 
Lead of Human Resources
Previously worked at Acer, EY, Citi and consulting 
firms. Vincent has had many years of success in 
building up high performance teams in Tech and 
Finance industries.
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Charlie Lee

Jefferey Huang

Charlie Lee is the creator of Litecoin and the Managing 
Director of the Litecoin Foundation. Prior to creating Litecoin, 
Charlie was a Software Engineer at Google. In 2011, he 
created Litecoin in an effort to improve upon Bitcoin’s high 
fees, slower transaction times, and scalability issues. Charlie 
went on to work for Coinbase where he became Director of
Engineering before leaving the company in 2017 to focus on 
supporting the development of Litecoin full time.

Jeffrey Huang (黃立成), aka Machi Big Brother (麻吉大哥), is a 
Taiwanese-American music, entertainment, and technology 
industry leader based out of Taipei, Taiwan. His most recent
project, 17 Media, is the number one live-streaming app in 
Taiwan, Malaysia, Hong Kong, Singapore and Indonesia. With 
its recent foray into the Japanese market, 17 Media intends to
be a multi-regional online media giant that challenges and 
seeks to displace the traditional media of yesterday.
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Bobby Lee
CoFounder BTCC

Bill Tai
Founder Kite VC

Jed McCaleb
Co-Founder Stellar
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10Media Exposure

Pictures have links embedded and can be clicked on.

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/videos/2018-01-30/maicoin-s-ceo-want-taiwan-to-be-known-as-the-republic-of-cryptography-video
https://cointelegraph.com/news/blockchain-bitcoin-with-haircut-or-replacement-for-inefficient-banking-system
https://news.cnyes.com/news/id/4127698
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jdSYE4klUxs&feature=youtu.be
https://www.cw.com.tw/article/article.action?id=5084562
https://tw.appledaily.com/new/realtime/20180321/1318806/
https://www.facebook.com/infinity.ventures.official/videos/1492824820753760/
http://www.chinatimes.com/newspapers/20160408000037-260202
https://www.inside.com.tw/2018/05/29/taiwan-cryptocurrency-exchanges
http://www.taipeitimes.com/News/biz/archives/2017/07/05/2003673896
https://www.nownews.com/news/20180703/2782009
http://news.knowing.asia/news/73e16ddf-30e5-440a-a637-3eef51f140f1
https://www.jinse.com/blockchain/215989.html
http://fintechnews.hk/5259/fintechtaiwan/hottest-fintech-startups-in-taiwan/
https://www.ithome.com.tw/news/125388
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pA2aXL9CZAA&feature=share

